
Title Description Learning Objectives Category Date Start Time End Time Mins Approvals

Actuarial Essentials for Risk ProfessionalsThe sheets of numbers in actuarial reports can make your head spin. Learn how to focus on the considerations, assumptions and judgments that an actuary employs to arrive at the conclusions represented. Through examples, charts and graphs, expand your understanding of the actuarial process in order to get the most from your actuarial relationships.• Break down the actuarial process and common actuarial judgments. • Take steps to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of your interactions with actuaries. • Demonstrate ways an actuary can assist your organization beyond routine projections.Career Development (CAD)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Complex Cyber Breaches from Ransomware and Extortion: Best Practices for Managing ClaimsAs cyber crime becomes increasingly sophisticated, the escalating attacks can cause substantial downtime and business interruption losses. Take a look at comprehensive approaches that address the risks—well-designed safeguarding measures, adequate insurance and sound forensic, investigative and claims management. Through claims scenarios, review best practices in complex claims preparation and proper triage of all issues and elements involved in a cyber attack.• Stay abreast of the business implications of a new wave of cyber crimes involving extortion. • Trace the steps from response to a suspected breach to timely and complete recovery. • Add to your program preparation and presentation tips for cyber claims linked to multiple policies.Claims Management (CLM)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Reservation of Rights Letters: Protecting the PolicyholderWhat is your response to a reservation of rights letter? Be aware that the letter may be a partial denial of coverage or seek your organization’s acquiescence in certain positions. Look to avoid the traps for the unwary. Collect tips on successfully navigating and responding to reservation of rights letters while ensuring your organization’s interests remain protected.• Cite insurers’ reasons for sending reservation of rights letters. • Isolate the parts of a reservation of rights letter that require a response to protect insured rights. • Foresee privilege and confidentiality issues that arise from reservation of rights letter responses.Claims Management (CLM)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Does Cloud Computing Need a General Counsel?As cloud computing has become ubiquitous, technology departments have increasingly entered into infrastructure, storage and processing agreements without considering the risk consequences. From geographic to contractual concerns, review the risks. Untangle the complexity of insurance in risk transfers related to cloud computing, including how to handle international relationships. Identify how you can intervene in the cloud computing acquisition and decision-making process.• Detail key risks linked to cloud computing.  • Clarify the importance of insurance in cloud computing risk transfer.  • Assemble methods to assure risk and legal are included in cloud computing decisions.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Washington, D.C. Show Time: How the Political Landscape Will Affect Risk ManagementA panorama of political possibilities and change awaits you in 2020, on both national and state levels. Delve into insights on current legislation, pending legislation and compliance-related issues facing the risk and insurance industry. Prognosticate the consequences of the U.S. presidential and congressional elections for health care, tax reform, insurance and banking regulation and international trade. Hosted by RIMS External Affairs Committee.• Summarize current and proposed legislative changes that will affect risk management. • Anticipate the impacts of upcoming elections on the insurance and health care markets. • Decide how you can become more involved in the RIMS RISK Political Action Committee.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Understanding Additional Insured Coverage and Contractual IndemnificationYour employee is injured at a customer’s plant. Even though the customer is responsible for the injuries, the fine print on the purchase order reveals that your organization agreed to indemnify the customer for sole negligence and named it an additional insured. Answer the questions that come up as you assess how the claim is paid. Cover the 2013 revisions to the ISO additional insured endorsements. Collect tips for reviewing and drafting future indemnity and insurance provisions.• Follow the interplay between additional insured coverage and contractual indemnity. • Detail what to include and avoid when drafting and reviewing insurance and indemnity clauses. • Be prepared for potential indemnity and additional insured outcomes based on mock claims.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Executive Perspectives: Global Trends and Issues Affecting Risk ManagementIn an exchange of ideas about global trends, discover the significant impacts on business, and risk management specifically. From the next year to five years out, forecast the effects of: weather-related events and natural disasters; cyber risk; economic slowdowns; incoming talent as well as an aging workforce; and political changes. Appreciate how your unique perspective of operations can create value and enhance decision making on a global scale at your organization.• Describe key global trends and issues affecting risk management. • Identify the type of trend and risk insights you will communicate to your organization’s leadership. • Weigh the impact of event projections on future risk management planning.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Integrating Environmental, Social and Governance with Enterprise Risk ManagementProper integration of risk management with environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors serves corporate governance mandates and generates potential competitive advantage across industry and size. Discover the positive correlation between financial performance and diligent stewardship of ESG practices. Whether you are in the early stages of development or have an established ESG program, focus on how to scope priorities, assess maturity and develop a roadmap. Hosted by the RIMS Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management Council.• Assess the importance of ESG factors to your company and its stakeholders. • Determine the focus of your ESG program. • Prepare to apply an enterprise risk management framework and reporting guidance for ESG risks.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

In the Heart of Darkness: Active Shooter RiskTerror has long been with us yet humanity now faces new, unprecedented risks. Whether a neighbor unhinged or an ideological-driven, lone-wolf terrorist; active shooters increasingly have the means to take multiple lives and invoke terror. Learn how these exposures are shaping ERM practices in public and private organizations today.1) 	New war & terror risks  2) 	Claims challenges 3) 	ERM planningTrending Now Monday, May 04 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Communication: The Key to Advancing Your Risk Management CareerDo you find yourself stuck in a perception box at your organization, unsure how to break out? Evaluate your communication style and learn how to be flexible to the communication needs of others, including leadership, the C-suite and the board. Be prepared to highlight areas that add or remove value when communicating about insurance renewals, policy purchases, claims and staffing needs. And determine how key stakeholders can advocate for the risk function when you are not present.• Avoid communication pitfalls in presentation style and reading your audience. • Time continuous discussions with leadership to demonstrate risk management’s value.  • Cite risk management roles for key stakeholders in your organization.Career Development (CAD)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Leveraging Predictive Analytics, Artificial Intelligence and Your Data to Drive Insight and SavingsInsurance claims, your organization’s largest risk management liability, have the potential to breed its most valuable risk management asset—a plethora of useful data. Examine how predictive analytics allows you to use that data to identify claims most likely to develop adversely, manage third-party administrators and time your claims process intervention. And explore how artificial intelligence (AI) data visualization can illuminate the claim subsets that drive costs.• Calculate the risk management program savings that can be realized from predictive analytics. • Explain how AI-aided claims data visualization works to lower insurance costs. • Prepare steps for leveraging claims data based on successful methods used at other organizations.Claims Management (CLM)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Transportation Claims: Driving Reasonableness TodayAmid the hardest insurance market ever for the U.S. trucking industry, average loss costs have skyrocketed across all coverage lines and several leading insurers have exited the sector. Take a look at how industry-focused claims administrators can keep your organization out of trouble and equipped with internal best practices that forecast and stifle adverse loss development. Learn how you can drive favorable claims outcomes by stressing reasonableness in a world of unreasonable expectations.• Summarize the benefits an industry-focused claims administrator can bring to your organization. • Characterize situations that typically lead to claim volatility.  • Refine your responses to hostile communications with plaintiffs’ lawyers.Claims Management (CLM)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

A New Generation of Wearables and Developments in the Legal LandscapeThe new generation of wearable devices collect far more sophisticated data from users, sometimes blurring the line between wearables and medical devices. Discuss the current range of wearable technology. Consider the biometric and health data collected. And sort through state and federal statutes governing the collection, retention and disclosure of such data.• Discern the unique intersection of nonphysical and physical damage in wearable device exposure.   • Reference Illinois and Texas biometric regulations to understand future legal developments.  • Identify policies affected by this exposure and approaches for navigating the adjustment process.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Where and What in the World Does My International Policy Cover?As your organization expands outside the borders of your home country, so do your risks, liabilities, threats and exposures. Address differences in international laws, policy language, cultural business norms, political risks, business travel accident coverage and claims handling and the value of locally admitted coverage. Know how to place the right policy and coverage to generate global success in risk management.• List the key elements of international risk management platform development. • Match up the local, master or global policies with the countries and exposures to which they apply.  • Specify acceptable business cultural norms, behaviors and risks in other countries.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Business Continuity Planning and Crisis Communication: Best Practices When Tested by CrisisBefore updating your business continuity plan (BCP), follow the paths taken by one organization when its facilities were affected by hurricanes, floods, food recalls, information technology and equipment failures, fires, trucking and construction accidents, power outages and other crises. Map out the critical first hours after a crisis strikes. Learn from others’ first-hand experiences. Assess ways to better minimize risks and react when disaster strikes your organization to avoid permanent business loss.• Define roles for individuals in your organization and the actions they need to take in a crisis.  • Assemble ideas for training and tools that enable staff to fulfill their responsibilities. • Prioritize BCP actions that assure the timely delivery of information to stakeholders.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Difficult Decisions and Leadership Ethics in Enterprise Risk ManagementHave you ever wondered how you can make better ethical decisions while also tending to economic and legal obligations for your organization? Explore common ethical leadership challenges. Assess tools and best practices for ethical decision making in your enterprise risk management function.• Discuss current ethical issues risk professionals face today. • Practice skills for dissecting an ethical dilemma before it becomes a larger issue. • List strategic alternatives to address ethical challenges based on emerging recommendations.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Implementing ERM for Strategic ValueFollow the paths taken by organizations navigating the phases of the enterprise risk management (ERM) journey—from laying a foundation to measuring results. Address each step, including the techniques used to convince the board, executive management and business managers of ERM’s value. Gain tips on how to create a risk-led culture, shift the conversation from downside risk to opportunity and convince upper management of the value of aligning risk with strategy.• Explain how ERM can provide strategic value to your organization. • Cite examples of various organizations’ success in developing an ERM program. • Adopt for your organization practical techniques for implementing an ERM program.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM
Deep Dive with Debra JasperJoin Debra as she unpacks her keynote through a highly visual and interactive session that will inspire you to embrace a digital mindset and expand your digital skillsets. Through a series of engaging activities, you'll get the chance to assess current communication and presentation approaches, apply new SOS and ARC tactics, rethink your personal brand (using a four-point tool), and align on practical next steps for doing business in a digital world.Write and present with more clarity and impact. Leverage "SOS and ARC" methodologies to assess and dramatically improve communications Apply social selling and power networking approaches to elevate your brand, strengthen client and colleague connections and drive resultsTrending Now Monday, May 04 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Becoming a Trusted Advisor to Your LeadershipCentral to achieving long-term success in risk management is having your organization’s leadership view you as knowledgeable and reliable, possessing unique insights for decision-makers as well as trustworthiness. Find ways to earn this trust and enhance your influencing skills. Supercharge your professional trajectory and earning potential with a successful and satisfying career strategy built on a vision, a plan and positive actions.• Define the education, experience and contributions that lay a foundation for career success.	 • Determine actions that increase your credibility and ability to influence organizational leaders. • Outline the elements that support your long-term professional success, and even survival.Career Development (CAD)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Strategies to Make Your Workers’ Compensation Program SoarHear practical stories and lessons learned in creating one of the most admired workers’ compensation programs. Discover how American Airlines managed a wide-scale merger and the integration of different programs and processes. See how it continues to manage everyday work and focus on protecting and caring for its workforce. Consider whether your organization can likewise design its workers’ compensation program to fit a framework with similar strategic initiatives.• Identify the technology and information resources that support a workers’ compensation program. • Measure the value added to a workers’ compensation program by external partnerships. • Describe program philosophies that drive direction and decision making in workers’ compensation.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

The Anatomy of a Business Interruption Insurance ClaimYour business interruption (BI) insurance provides your organization with an important safety net, but do you fully understand the nuances of the BI claim? Break down a BI claim from soup to nuts. Through the use of actual claims examples, learn how best to calculate and present a BI claim. Adopt proven methods for resolving the most common disputes with insurers.• Work out the calculations that determine the value of BI claims. • Be prepared to present a BI claim in ways that minimize insurer disputes.  • Illustrate best practices for resolving insurer disputes, should they arise.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Cyber Attack Simulation: Your Data Is Held Hostage. Now What?Through a simulated ransomware attack, experience an all-too-real scenario for many organizations. See how business halts. Preview decisions that influence the extent of loss, reputational harm and legal liability. Gain practical knowledge about evidence preservation, hacker negotiations, public relations, retaining outside experts and law enforcement cooperation. Prepare steps you can take to ensure the safety of people, data and reputation as well as minimal business disruption.• Assess your level of risk for a ransomware attack. • Follow the sequence of events that follow a cyber attack. • Break down actions you should take before, during and after a cyber attack.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

GDPR: What We Have Learned and What We Need to KnowWas your organization ready for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)—the new data protection law designed to protect personal data? Explore data privacy laws, data subjects’ rights and privacy and organizations’ handling data privacy, collection and processing. Discuss the effect of GDPR for European organizations as well as U.S. organizations that do business with European citizens. See what successful regulatory compliance should look like.• Describe the GDPR approach to data protection. • Identify which organizations must comply with GDPR. • Consider the steps your organization can take to ensure it meets compliance requirements.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Diversity Matters: Do Your Travel Risk Policies Reflect the Diversity of Your Organization?Varying laws and shifting social attitudes present security, health and emotional implications for business travelers. Determine whether your organization’s travel risk management program and insurance policies provide resources for all travelers accordingly. Take a look at key risks facing lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) travelers and what your organization and insurers can do to support them. Evaluate guidelines that can help your organization foster inclusion.• Clarify the range of risks that your LGBT employees may encounter while traveling. • Assess travel and security policies and programs for inclusiveness.  • Choose from travel resources that support managers, travelers, insurers and brokers.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Creating Public Value through ERM: Federal Watchdogs Pursuing Mission AccomplishmentThe Offices of the Inspectors General (OIGs) aid federal agencies in meeting the demands for better governance and increased public value. Enter the world of these “watchdogs” and their independent audits, evaluations and investigations of programs and operations, including internal control and risk management. Examine how enterprise risk management (ERM) allows OIGs to face unprecedented risks while optimizing strategy setting and performance and fighting fraud, waste and abuse.• Review techniques that integrate strategy, performance and risk.   • Compare proven efforts that either analyze and establish or improve existing ERM systems. • Consider guidance documents developed by OIGs that could support your program.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Global Risks 2020: A Perfect Vision of Emerging RisksEach year, the World Economic Forum (WEF) Global Risks Report presents a crystal ball that aims to foretell the future of risk around the world. Keep up to date on how risk interconnectivity can compound the challenges that your organization faces. Build an evidence-backed argument that convinces your organization’s leaders that a lack of holistic risk perspective could hinder responses to threats of extreme weather, climate change, infrastructure failure, cyber attacks and many other perils.• Summarize the key findings of the 2020 WEF Global Risks Report. • Explain how risks around the world can have a direct impact on all businesses. • Link risk interconnections to the compounded challenges your organization faces.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Women Leading Innovation in Risk ManagementStay ahead of the demands your organization places on you through continuous innovation. Learn from a panel of women who have lead their organizations through always-changing risk environments. Witness the obstacles they have overcome as they challenged the status quo to become leaders in their field. Discover how they use frameworks for innovation, including design thinking, human-centered design, empathy mapping, impact ladders and new boxes.• Plot your career transformation based on advice from leaders in risk management innovation. • List proven skills that will help you generate game-changing risk management solutions. • Prepare approaches to fostering creativity and collaboration amongst diverse stakeholders.Career Development (CAD)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Actuarial Slice and Dice: Tools to Allocate Claims CostsBetter control your property and casualty losses by assigning claims costs to specific divisions, locations and states. See how an allocation model can help you divvy up unpaid and ultimate losses for your accounting and risk management needs. Review how it can capture variations by division in development patterns, frequency, severity, loss costs and changes in exposure levels and mix.• Discern the key considerations involved in creating an allocation tool that captures cost variations. • Determine the actuarial ingredients needed for an allocation model. • Assess the tools available to assign claims costs and identify segments that drive losses.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Get Claims Paid: Indemnity, Vendor Insurance and Additional Insured StatusJourney through tales of risk transfer done right and risk transfer gone wrong. Get to know the benefits and pitfalls of relying on other organization’s insurance so you can avoid infighting between insurers, indemnitors and indemnities. Consider different techniques for transferring risk to protect your organization’s coverage and bottom line. Discuss best practices in drafting indemnity agreements and insurance requirements in vendor contracts. Follow problems that often arise when you seek recovery.• Generate sample language for vendor insurance requirements and indemnification provisions.  • List common exclusions and gaps under various policies that may affect recovery. • Determine which case and statutory laws may affect indemnification or additional insured status.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Continuous Cyber Risk Exposure Quantification: Understand, Measure and ManageTake an innovative approach to addressing cyber risk with a three-pronged attack—understand, measure and continuously manage. Learn how to assess and communicate about cyber risk in a way that is meaningful for your business. See how a data-driven approach enables objective decision making that guides strategies for accepting, remediating or transferring risk. Explore case studies of how continuous improvement has helped handle dynamic regulatory and threat landscapes.• Define the three approaches in a continuous improvement plan. • Transform highly technical security information into leadership-level conversations. • Practice cyber risk quantification methods that inform economic impact and risk reduction decisions.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Around the World with Five Risk ProfessionalsWhile risk knows no boundaries, each continent and country border contains unique risks and insurance requirements. Examine culture, language, business ethics, claims, coverage, risk finance and exposures by country. Identify and analyze distinct exposures, trends, insurance, risk control and risk techniques. Get insight into risk solutions for specific parts of the world and risk philosophies of multicountry operations based on the expertise of global risk professionals• Distinguish risks, exposures, losses, insurance and solutions by country. • Characterize the unique ways insurance policies work between countries. • Outline risk management trends, appetites and priorities for global companies.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

From Basic Safety to End-to-End Fleet Risk ManagementIf your fleet safety program is not delivering better results, you may be missing a holistic emphasis on fleet risk management. Delve into the deeper insights for both drivers and managers provided by a fleet risk management program that offers a comprehensive view of risk. Review risk transfer strategies and sustainable risk reduction through training techniques and tools. Examine the possibility of end-to-end visibility into your fleet risk profile to drive greater loss reduction and lower total cost of ownership.• List five steps that can elevate your existing program to a comprehensive fleet safety system. • Summarize risk assessment techniques and the ways you can use the data results. • Set up benchmarking goals for continuous improvement to your fleet program.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Collaboration Is Key: A Case Study of Critical Asset ManagementA lack of collaboration between various risk functions leads to difficulties that could be avoided with crossfunctional cooperation. Get insight into the benefits of cooperation based on Oracle’s experience in identifying, inventorying and managing critical assets. Follow the risk management-run transition to a centralized process sustained by input from business continuity and disaster recovery, information technology, privacy, security and other stakeholders.• Calculate the value of collaboration among different risk functions in large organizations. • Trace the path from decentralization to collaborative effort success in critical asset management. • Apply ideas for a collaborative approach to other areas of risk management.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM
Understanding Business ModelTBD - SERMC Led Session. To be developedTBD Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Crystal Clear Workplace Communication: Bridging Age, Gender and Other Communication GapsLitigation lurks around every corner in workers' compensation cases and other disability claims. How do you communicate in the workplace without fear of making this worse? Study communication at work to find techniques that improve this reality. Develop an understanding of the generational gaps and gender-based differences in communication. Improve your appreciation of the vantage points of others in order to more clearly communicate with all.• Differentiate the communication styles of various groups within your workplace. • Prepare to safely talk with a claimant by knowing what to say and what not to say. • Gather techniques for encouraging employees to communicate with one another.Career Development (CAD)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Bending the Curve: Opioid Use Trends and Population Health Management in Workers’ CompensationParse through the latest findings from the Workers Compensation Research Institute on interstate trends in opioid use among injured workers. See how patterns can show the likelihood of physician dependence, addiction and overdose deaths. Highlight indications associated with higher opioid utilization. Explore how aggregation and transformation of big data—with systematically applied clinical logic—can reduce drug therapy risks, expose gaps in care and present a complete view of workers.• Distinguish the state policy context in which opioid use among injured workers decreased. • Categorize variations in opioid utilization by injury, worker and employer characteristics. • Consider how data analysis and clinical approaches can help you manage opioid-related risks.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

More Policies, More Problems: Maximizing Coverage and Avoiding Pitfalls in AllocationWhen insurers argue allocation, it can feel like your organization inevitably loses. Study the inauspicious possibilities: application of multiple deductibles; allocations to policy years with lower limits; squabbles amongst multiple insurers over the degree of responsibly; or partial allocation to an allegedly uncovered loss. Equip yourself with the knowledge and tools to manage complex insurance claims in order to avoid obtaining significantly less coverage than you expect from your policies.• Employ policy and contract language that protects your organization from allocation complications. • Anticipate when and how claim allocation scenarios may arise for your organization.  • Adopt strategies for presenting claims and negotiating with multiple insurers.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Social Media in the Workplace: Litigation Risks and Insurance CoverageDo you know where your employees are? Chances are, they are on a social networking site. Discuss strategies for answering social media questions and minimizing the risk. Should you block social media sites? Can you access employees’ social media sites and use them for hiring and firing decisions? Is social media discoverable in litigation? Examine the liability for your organization’s and employees’ use of social media. Compare social media policies and traditional and specialized coverage.• Outline the risks your organization faces from social media use. • Stay abreast of recent case law concerning social media. • Determine the types of insurance available to cover social media risks and potential coverage gaps.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

The Risk Professional’s Guide to Representations and Warranties Insurance: Adding Value to Mergers and AcquisitionsDoes your organization exclude your input concerning representations and warranties insurance (RWI)? Although typically placed by specialized brokers and corporate counsel during mergers and acquisitions, RWI acquisition should also include the risk management department. See how you can lend your expertise so that your organization obtains the broadest coverage at a competitive price. Prepare to manage RWI coverage expectations, submit timely claims and maximize recoveries.• Evaluate current pricing, terms and new entrants in the RWI market. • Assemble tips for negotiating broad RWI coverage that avoids unnecessary exclusions.  • Adopt into your program best practices for preserving and presenting a RWI claim.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Minimize Organizational Risk with a Comprehensive Duty of Care ApproachTravelers face threats inconceivable a few decades ago and your organization has a responsibility to mitigate and manage those risks. Familiarize yourself with a holistic and comprehensive travel risk management program that addresses this duty of care and mitigates the risk. Break down specifications, including immediate access to medical and security advice and assistance, traveler tracking and two-way communication capabilities, multiplatform training and pretravel materials.• Determine best practices in a comprehensive travel risk management program. • Leverage employee and traveler training sessions across multiple platforms. • Evaluate materials and plans that target employee safety before, during and after travel.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Intangible Assets Driving Success and Failure: The Risks of a Critical Asset ClassDespite their absence from—or undervalue on—balance sheets, intangible assets can account for an estimated 87 percent of company value. Make the effort to identify these critical assets and extract value from them by proactively managing the associated risks. Protect them by assuring that your organization takes seriously the ever-increasing risks in confidential information security, infringement of intellectual property rights and directors’ liability for failure to adequately care for intangible assets.• Distinguish intangible assets and their value. • Assemble approaches to measure your organization’s intangible assets for accurate reporting. • Cite key risks and mitigation methods associated with intangible assets.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Reducing Risk with Artificial IntelligenceIntegrating artificial intelligence (AI) into your organization could change the future perception of risk management in theory and practice. See how AI integration can support strategic risk management at the enterprise, country and project levels. Understand how leveraging cognitive technologies to anticipate and proactively manage risk can give your organization a competitive advantage without losing its appreciation for the value of human critical thinking skills.• Characterize the cognitive aspects of risk management role and responsibility evolution. • Recognize the risk management applications for machine speed in data gathering and analysis. • Cite case studies illustrating ways AI can improve risk management.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

CEO Panel: A View From the TOPInsurance company CEOs are faced with many challenges and opportunities. This CEO panel session of outstanding insurance luminaries will explore where those challenges are coming from, the direction the insurance market is heading, the hardening of certain industry segments, why loss ratios are high for carriers, preparing risk managers for underwriting meetings, how claims are really handled within an insurance company and insight into opportunities for carriers. The three CEOs will also share their own journey to the CEO role and how under their leadership their companies are helping to shape the risk and insurance future. A seasoned risk professional will moderate the panel. Audience questions will help lead this interactive CEO session.• What is the current insurance market outlook from a CEO perspective • What can risk managers do to prepare for a firming marketplace • What lines of coverage are emerging and those that are diminishingTrending Now Tuesday, May 05 1:30 PM 2:30 PM

Empowering the Advancement of Women in the Insurance IndustryUnconscious institutional bias against women throughout the insurance industry means that gender equality will not happen without continued change to the current system. From a panel of women accomplished in their field, obtain practical suggestions for helping women overcome bias and chart pathways to success. Position yourself to be at the forefront of positive change, overcome fear and self-doubt, develop a strong personal brand and be an authentic leader.• Expose the key challenges faced by women in insurance. • Recognize—so that you can overcome—unconscious bias. • Leverage empowerment tools for self-advocacy that does not compromise personal brand.Career Development (CAD)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Person-Centered Care in Workers’ CompensationLaying a foundation for person-centered care—seeing injured parties as equal partners in planning, developing and evaluating their treatment—can result in improved outcomes and satisfaction. Examine its current and potential use, particularly in workers’ compensation. Evaluate the improvements it brings to quality of service, engagement, self-care, patient and provider satisfaction, outcomes and return-to-work time.• Decipher which principals of person-centered care do and do not impact real-life outcomes. • Decide if a person-centered treatment model would work well in your organization. • Evaluate strategies for incorporating person-centered care into a workers’ compensation program.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

The Workers’ Compensation Rationale for Preparing for Catastrophe and Its AftermathThe aftermath of a mass casualty incident emphasizes the importance of preparation, particularly in workers’ compensation consequences. Take steps to improve postcatastrophe workers’ compensation results. Learn how a proactive disaster recovery plan (DRP) minimizes the exposure. Discover ways case management resources can help immediately following an event and for follow-ups. Review real-life examples of DRPs in action and the industries and locations most at-risk for catastrophic injuries.• Detail the components that make up an effective DRP.  • Start your plan to provide cost-effective and timely employee care after a mass casualty event.  • Specify case management roles in medical care coordination and employee and family support.Claims Management (CLM)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM
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Quantifying and Covering the Risk as Cyber Exposures EvolveInitially a privacy exposure for data holders, cyber risk now affects most organizations and has evolved to include operational issues. Study actual events and case studies to get a better handle on quantifying the exposures as reliance on technology expands. See how a gap analysis can determine which events are insured and which are not. Be prepared to help information officers understand and demonstrate the return on investment of your risk mitigation and transfer efforts.• Portray the evolution of cyber exposures and insurance coverage. • Consider ways you can quantify cyber exposures using data and analytics.  • Demonstrate how cyber risk quantification guides acceptance, transfer and mitigation decisions.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Risk Management Concern or Business Decision? The Interplay of Insurance, Indemnity and Limitation of LiabilityThe best way to control what happens between parties to a contract after the filing of a claim or suit is to address such contingencies ahead of time. As insurance terms and call-outs have grown more complicated, be prepared to weigh in with advice and develop insurance, indemnity and limitation of liability provisions. Delve into the interplay between these clauses. Explore exemplar language, misconceptions and suggestions for avoiding unwanted obligations or limited benefits.• Characterize the roles of insurance, indemnity and limitation of liability clauses in contracts. • Dissect the workings of additional insured status, insured contracts and waivers of subrogation. • Contrast insurance response in third-party liability versus first-party breach of contract claims.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Project Risk Management: SimplifiedGo through the stages of project risk management, from planning your strategy to closing the process. Define project risk management and discuss the basic elements of project risk, including when to consider if an event is a risk to a project. Familiarize yourself with tools and techniques that will help you effectively implement a project risk management system. Prepare for qualitative and quantitative risk management analysis, response strategies and process monitoring and control. Hosted by RIMS Annual Conference Programming Committee.• Break down the elements of project risk. • Describe how Monte Carlo simulation works. • Compare five ways you can manage any project risk.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Manage Your External Context: Track Trends, Spot Emerging Risks and Prioritize ResponseAs you scan the horizon for future trends, observe the manifest opportunities and threats. Study this external environment for the implications for your organization. Search through the noise of research—from macro to micro—to find signals that can lead to key insights into emerging risks, early action to manage them and a resulting competitive advantage. Visualize a process designed to distinguish vital from topical external trends and empower yourself to recommend action to your organization’s leaders.• Connect external information to internal context to gauge relevancy. • Organize external information in ways that promote efficient prioritization and management.  • Communicate about your organization’s external context with metrics that drive action.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Look Out, Looking In: Leveraging Due Diligence Tools to Develop a Risk StrategyWithout a critical look at your organization, how can you design effective risk management strategies? Take due diligence tools from the mergers and acquisitions space to better understand your organization. Using case studies and interactive survey technology, identify the deep data sources that get at the real issues. Build a plan for your own strategy-focused due diligence exercise. Equip yourself to develop and implement a fit-for-purpose risk strategy that your organization’s leaders can get behind.• Assemble due diligence techniques you can apply to your organizational assessment. • Practice data identification and analysis techniques that evaluate your organization’s value chain. • Illustrate how insights from internal due diligence help risk management strategy development.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM
Rising Risk Professional Roundtable: Technical Skills to Confidently Guide Your Risk Management and Insurance DecisionsDuring this session, RRP's (professionals generally 22-35 years old), will be engaging in interactive discussions that focus on the technical skills and strategies that will help RRP’s and their companies navigate through complex risk management and insurance decisions. You will walk away with the confidence and understanding on managing international expansion, identification of key risk owners within your organization, harnessing the value of your TCOR and leveraging data & analytics to demonstrate value in your role.•  Explore the nuances of a global insurance program between global, local, and controlled master insurance programs.  •  Identification of key risk owners at your organization & how collaboration can create innovate risk management initiatives.   •  Understand how the TCOR (Total Cost of Risk) can be a valuable metric for your risk management team. •  Understand how data analytics can be leveraged within risk managementTrending Now Tuesday, May 05 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

Seven Habits of Highly Effective Risk ProfessionalsSeek to understand before you seek to be understood. Learn how Stephen Covery-inspired habits have led to best-in-class risk management and both professional and personal accomplishments. Analyze the importance of performance as you continuously improve your knowledge and competencies to optimize both your position and risk management overall within your organization.• Relate how Stephen Covey’s seven habits transfer to your risk professional duties.  • Draw the connection between active listening (and relinquishing control) and relationship success. • Link your accomplishments to how you manage yourself, your priorities and your relationshipsCareer Development (CAD)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Dirty Little Secrets: Trendy Plaintiff Litigation Tactics and How to Fight ThemThe most dangerous emotion a jury can feel during trial is anger toward the defendant. Discuss the psychology behind runaway jury verdicts fed by this emotion, including the reptile theory. Discover unique solutions proven to neutralize plaintiffs’ arguments and defuse juror anger, and steps to take before the claims make it to court.• Review recent trends in plaintiffs bar tactics and defense bar attempts to negate them. • Enlist strategies to discuss with your defense counsel. • Set up concrete tools that aid trial success to be implemented early in the claims stage.Claims Management (CLM)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

How to Resolve a Complex Insurance Coverage DisputeThe most complex insurance claims—and those most likely to be disputed—present riddles of policy language interpretation and factual uncertainty. Prepare to resolve claims and preserve insurer relationships, without paying exorbitantly. Define the variables in the parties’ positions. Obtain tools that separate out the core issues in dispute. Practice preparing and executing a negotiation strategy. Walk through the components of a final agreement and the legal implications of common settlements.• Assemble tools for recognizing and evaluating key legal and factual issues in a coverage dispute. • Outline a strong coverage dispute settlement strategy. • Trace the steps for protecting legal and financial interests in settlement negotiations.Claims Management (CLM)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Emerging Technologies: Take Risk Management to the Leadership LevelReview the risks and rewards of adopting emerging technologies. Based on the ISACA 2019 enterprise risk survey, learn which emerging technologies have increased threats and vulnerabilities and which have reduced them. Discuss cyber risk tolerances, mitigation controls and the frequency of risk updates for stakeholders. Learn to communicate about technological innovation and risk management in ways that get leadership buy-in for integrating your input into their decision making.• Distinguish the technologies that have increased threats from those that have reduced them. • Choose from mitigation controls organizations use to protect their enterprises from technology risk. • Set up a strategy to integrate risk management into decision making at leadership levels.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Advising Leadership About Protecting the Business Against Emerging Directors and Officers ExposuresIn light of new directors and officers (D&O) threats, prepare to have meaningful discussions with your board and senior management. Using case studies, explore underwriting and claims issues and policy language options that you can present to leadership. Get tips for advising inside and outside directors and officers on governance risks and program structure. Highlight the importance of risk management program design and D&O insurance policy construction and language.• Detail governance and risk management implications of emerging D&O claims and exposures. • Discern innovative policy language and the D&O coverage types that can protect your organization. • Explain insurance carrier considerations for underwriting D&O risk and managing claims.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Crisis and Reputation Risk Mitigation: Building Trust in a Socially Accountable WorldUnprecedented connectivity has yielded a paradigm shift in social accountability risk. Explore the new dimension of this risk with practical guidance on how you and your organization can mitigate it through preparation and a healthy company culture. Review the developing market for reputation-related insurance and the meaningful opportunities to transfer social accountability risk.• Distinguish how today’s connectivity affects social accountability exposure risk. • Outline planning options to mitigate social accountability, crisis and reputational risk.  • Weigh opportunities to transfer the risks through traditional and nontraditional insurance products.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Excellence in Risk Management XVIIDive deeply into the changing scope and mission of risk management. Explore the results of the 17th annual RIMS/Marsh Excellence in Risk Management Survey, a compilation of current, key trends in risk management as identified by members of the profession. Join the discussion about geopolitical, regulatory, financial, technological and organizational drivers of risk management and their relation to twenty-first century business strategy. Hosted by the RIMS Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management Council.• Translate C-suite views and advice on risk management topics into refinements for your program.  • Generate ideas for improving data, analytics, technology and capital use.  • Follow the top risk issues and the evolution of strategic thinking in risk management.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Psychological Factors in Risk Perception: What to Be Aware of and How to CompensatePsychological and cultural factors have a great impact on risk perception, and thus should be amongst your considerations when designing and implementing your risk management program. Discuss the key factors of risk perception that should guide your program development or improvement. Relative to your organization’s business model and culture, assess techniques that you can employ to counter these factors in order to improve the effectiveness and value of risk management.• List key psychological factors that affect risk perception. • Illustrate the impact of these psychological factors on risk management validity. • Work out methods to compensate for psychological and cultural factors in your program.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Advocacy Accountability and Actions: Charting a Roadmap for Diversity and InclusionHighlight actions you can take to position the risk and insurance industry as a good corporate citizen. Join those who are generating additional, significant opportunities that attract and retain diverse talent. Boost these efforts by doing your part to demonstrate ally behavior as you seek to establish greater diversity and inclusion (D&I) at your organization.• Assemble actions that you can take personally as an effective D&I advocate. • Distinguish advocacy and accountability at the industry, company, leader and individuals levels. • Incorporate feedback into your organization’s D&I efforts based on peer experience.Career Development (CAD)Wednesday, May 06 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Employer Guide to Managing Risk with Behavioral Health and Mental or Nervous ClaimsLearn to recognize where your organization can disrupt the development of behavioral health (BH) and mental or nervous claims by handling BH precursors. Review data on the impact of these claims. Follow strategies that address claims along their timeline. Consider proactive interventions to enact before a condition manifests, at its earliest manifestation and after a short-term disability claim is filed. Take proactive control over some of the most challenging claims you face.• Calculate the impact of BH conditions on both absence and disability. • Follow the continuum of BH claims, from absence to leave to short- and long-term disability. • Adapt to your organization strategies that disrupt the progression of BH claims.Claims Management (CLM)Wednesday, May 06 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Managing Crisis: Community Response to CatastropheFlorida-based risk professionals are always ready to react and manage crisis. On February 14, 2018, however, an event occurred that none thought could. At Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, an active shooter incident launched the community into the news cycle. Revisit the communitywide response as children, parents and school staff engaged in response and recovery with catastrophe plans and communications. Share in the experience of community and recovery.• Illustrate expected and unexpected challenges faced in the aftermath of a catastrophe.  • Itemize services, resources and relationships that can help in the event of a catastrophe. • Enlist best practices for postdisaster communications that reach those affected most.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Wednesday, May 06 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

How Are We Doing? Given the speed of change, what worked yesterday may not work tomorrow. Learn from leading risk management professionals which diagnostic methods they use to benchmark, assess maturity and continuously improve their enterprise risk management (ERM) programs. Gain insight into using these findings for productive internal conversations with leadership so that your efforts remain fit for purpose.• Leverage the RIMS Risk Maturity Model and assessment tools to improve your ERM program. • Capitalize on external and  internal benchmarking methods for validating ERM approaches. • Assemble tips for communicating ERM results and recommendations to leadership.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 11:00 AM 12:00 PM
Capturing Upside Risk: Creativity and Making Connections with OthersEven if you believe you were born lacking imagination, research proves that every person has the potential for creativity. Become a discovery-driven leader when you learn how to practice and support such creativity throughout an execution-focused organization. Foster creative abilities in yourself and others by building creativity exercises into routine practices. Use your creative power to capture upside risk and you will find yourself remaining relevant in the digital age.• Connect the output from creativity to your potential success as a strategic risk professional. • Assess the value of routine creativity-building activities for disruptive innovation. • Set daily habits that build discovery skills for new ideasStrategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 11:00 AM 12:00 PM

Beyond Gender: How Our Industry Can Address Unconscious Bias and Encourage Diversity at All LevelsResearch shows that those with identities affected by conscious and unconscious bias often have distinct experiences as they navigate leadership, power and the workplace. While your organization may be making efforts to respond, underrepresentation in many industries, including insurance, indicates a need for further business transformation. Appreciate how greater diversity among employees leads us to think and interact differently and understand changes in society.• Recognize ways you can stay mindful of who is at the table and who is missing. • Consider strategies to promote inclusion in the workplace. • Correlate the degree to which diversity is embraced with claims management success.Career Development (CAD)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

More Than Cover: How Your Cyber Carrier Can Help Minimize Exposure and Navigate IncidentsDo not overlook critical, if less obvious, benefits that come with a cyber policy; you could miss out on cutting-edge risk management tools and first-class incident response expertise. Familiarize yourself with the options your organization has for getting early sight of cyber incidents and access to the right experts, in the right way. Assess the value garnered through these services when a minor inconvenience fails to become a high-profile, public relations and reputational disaster.• Enumerate the additional benefits that come with a cyber policy. • Specify the criteria for selecting a cyber policy and carrier beyond coverage and price. • Prepare a justification for your selection process based on the savings from future losses avoided.Claims Management (CLM)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

Stranger Things: Critical Developments in Directors and Officers Coverage LitigationAs risks evolve and transcend policies, resolving insurance coverage disputes through litigation can lead to surprises: employment risks become directors and officers (D&O) claims and cyber risk bleeds into fiduciary obligations. Review court decisions both where the policyholder’s intent was frustrated and where coverage was found. Consider the dangers of leaving policy interpretation up to third parties. Appreciate the need to pay attention to every facet of your D&O policy to ensure coverage of a claim.• Breakdown the potential consequences of increasingly complex D&O claims. • Plan actionable steps you can take to avoid negative outcomes in future coverage disputes. • Recognize ways brokers and policyholder councils can resolve disputes.Claims Management (CLM)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

Assess, Quantify, Transfer and Respond: A Comprehensive Approach to Evolving Cyber RiskBreak cyber risk management out of its organizational silos. Walk through four steps that assure a more comprehensive approach to cyber risk management. Assess cyber security posture, potential vulnerabilities and new exposures. Quantify exposures, both those covered and not by a cyber insurance policy. Consider multiple transfer solutions and a strong, well-rehearsed incident response plan that has the right vendors on retainer to help.• Summarize a risk management philosophy that comprehensively addresses evolving cyber risk. • Characterize the impact of technology on your organization’s risk profile. • Determine coverage lines and risk solutions that can address your cyber risk concerns.Cyber and Technology Risk (CTR)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

Across the Continental Divide: What to Do When #MeToo Claims Hit YouOrganizations of all shapes and sizes increasingly find themselves faced with serious claims alleging sexual molestation, abuse and harassment. Consider several standard liability insurance policies—comprehensive general liability, directors and officers and employment practices liability—that often cover the cost of defending and resolving these claims. Take in viewpoints from legal representatives of victims, defendants, policyholders and insurance companies.• Determine the liability insurance policies that cover sexual abuse and harassment claims. • Anticipate the challenges of gaining insurance coverage for sexual abuse and harassment claims. • Foresee the range of litigation complications that can emerge from these claims.Insurance, Legal and Regulatory (ILR)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

The Legalization of Marijuana and the Impact on the WorkplaceYour organization may not be prepared to handle the workplace consequences of federal and state law on marijuana use. Understand the significance for your business operations and employees of proposed and implemented legislative changes. Get an overview of the latest laws and the difference between medical and recreational marijuana use. Assess the impact on hiring, safety, workers’ compensation and employers covered by the Drug-Free Workplace Act.• Keep informed on regulatory changes regarding the legalization of marijuana use. • Link applicable laws to the potential impact on your organization’s operations.  • Incorporate best practices for workplace guidelines related to the legalization of marijuana use.Risk Modification and Loss Control (RMLC)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM

Enterprise Risk Management: Driving Action on Emerging Risks Panel DiscussionAs the range and complexity of emerging risks rapidly increases, leaders of large organizations express concern about staying ahead and the consequences of reacting too late. Does your enterprise risk management program produce emerging risk analysis that drives action accordingly? Examine research into the right way to get the risk committee to act today on emerging risks. Explore the methods of two practitioners who have transformed their approaches to emerging risk management.• Determine which emerging risks are ripe for action today. • Identify low-cost, low-regret risk management actions that are agreeable stakeholders.  • Phrase the emerging risks conversation to create an action mindset with your stakeholders.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM
Walk the Tightrope: Balancing Short and Long Views of RiskAvoid the tendency of executive focus to bend toward short-term performance and overlook low-probability, longer-term outcomes. Learn to adeptly invest resources to address risks across all probabilities and timeline horizons. Familiarize yourself with practical examples of scenario analysis, stress testing and peer benchmarking. Prepare to weave a compelling risk story that balances the tension between short- and long-term risk considerations for the executives at your organization.• Contrast the psychology of short-term versus long-term thinking. • Portray the impact of focusing on the full outcomes horizon on risk assessment and mitigation. • Choose from unconventional approaches to achieving a long view of risk.Strategic and Enterprise Risk Management (SERM)Wednesday, May 06 1:45 PM 2:45 PM
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